Datto SaaS Defense
for Microsoft 365
Datto SaaS Defense is a comprehensive threat protection solution for Microsoft 365 applications. SaaS
Defense ensures that managed service providers (MSPs) can proactively identify and protect against zeroday threats across the Microsoft 365 suite, including Exchange, OneDrive, SharePoint, and Teams.

Limitations of ATP solutions
While MSPs leveraging an Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)
solution have taken the necessary step to go beyond essential
threat protection, they are still leaving themselves open to
attacks, given the inadequate threat detection rates amongst
most ATP vendors on the market.
Zero-day threats are evolving every day, and hackers are
sophisticated enough to penetrate attack vectors beyond
email. Unfortunately, many solutions fall short in protecting
the entire Microsoft suite.

Datto SaaS Defense
SaaS Defense is an ATP and spam filtering solution that
detects unknown malware threats at first encounter across
the Microsoft 365 collaboration suite, shortening the time to
detection and helping to close the threat protection gap.
SaaS Defense’s data-independent technology was developed
by security experts to stop zero-day threats and proactively
defend against malware, phishing, and business email
compromise (BEC) attacks that target Microsoft Exchange,
OneDrive, SharePoint, and Teams.

Detection against the unknown
Traditional email security solutions depend on data of
previously known cyber threats and their penetration modes,
thereby leaving protection gaps for new, unknown threats.
With Datto SaaS Defense, MSPs can feel confident that cyber
threats–even zero-day threats–are stopped as soon as they
are encountered and time to detect is minimized.

*Miercom is a global leader in independent product testing, publishing hundreds of
comprehensive testing and product comparison analyses over the years.

• Identify unknown threats: SaaS Defense’s dataindependent technology detects unknown threats that
other solutions miss by analyzing the composition of a
safe email, chat, or document rather than scanning for
already known security threats.
• Minimize time to detection: Datto SaaS Defense does
not rely on third-party software and is built from the
ground up to prevent zero-day threats as soon as they
are encountered, minimizing the time needed to detect
an intrusion.
• Superior Microsoft 365 protection: When tested by
Miercom*, SaaS Defense detected 96% of the malware
threats delivered by Microsoft 365 applications, even
catching threats that were missed by native Microsoft
security.

Comprehensive threat protection
SaaS Defense provides MSPs with advanced threat protection
and spam filtering for critical business data in Microsoft 365.
• Protection beyond email: Cyber threats are not limited
to just phishing emails–proactively protect your clients’
Microsoft 365 suite, including OneDrive, SharePoint, and
Teams, from ransomware, malware, phishing, and BEC.
• Spam filtering: Configure customizable spam filtering
with a single click and add another level of protection to
your clients’ inbox.
• Impressive Business Email Compromise (BEC)
detection: In a Miercom test, SaaS Defense proved 91%
detection efficacy for business email compromise threats,
outperforming competition by at least 29%.

Detailed monitoring and reporting
Traditional ATP solutions are built for large enterprises, with
complex scoring models and confusing reporting metrics,
it’s difficult to understand why a threat was flagged. MSPs
need detailed, simple explanations as to what threats were
identified and why.

• Seamless deployment and management: Get new clients
up and running in minutes with two-click onboarding
and multi-tenant management from a single dashboard.
Meircom reports SaaS Defense time value benefit is far
superior as compared to the competition.

• Silent detection: Proactively monitor and eliminate cyber
threats as soon as they are encountered without manual
interference or end-client disruption.

• Designed for MSP growth: Built exclusively for MSPs,
Datto SaaS Defense helps MSPs attract new clients and
expand market share with an enterprise-grade security
solution without the need for additional headcount or
confusing security training.

• Robust reporting: Demonstrate product value with
simple, detailed reporting that articulates why a threat
was identified as malicious.

• Direct access to Datto technical experts: Eliminate multivendor confusion and new product fatigue while providing
an extra confidence level when deploying new technology.

Enterprise-grade security packaged for MSPs
Expand your addressable market and offer clients a simple
and robust threat protection solution that goes beyond just
email security.

• API-Based solution: Traditional, SEG-based solutions
require a change to the DNS MX record which slows down
deployment and allows threat actors clear visibility into
which email security solution is being used and gives
the information needed to evade the solution and launch
targeted attacks.

How Datto SaaS Defense works
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A fully integrated cloud security solution
Protect and defend your clients’ critical cloud data against
unknown cyber threats and common data loss scenarios with
comprehensive detection, protection, and recovery from a
single, channel-focused vendor.
Datto offers a completely integrated solution built exclusively
for MSPs that scans Microsoft 365 for malicious cyber threats
and ensures complete protection with 3x daily backups and
flexible, fast recovery.
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